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Investigating the Evolution of Multifragmenting Systems with Fragment Emission Order
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Multifragment decays of central collisions in84Kr 1 197Au at EyA  70 MeV are studied. By
utilizing a technique sensitive to the emission order of fragments, it is deduced that carbon fragments
are emitted prior to beryllium fragments when these fragments have the same velocity. This observation
is consistent with the cooling of a thermally decaying source. [S0031-9007(96)01726-7]
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Dilute nuclear matter (ryr0 ø 0.4) at high temperature
(T  5 10 MeV) is predicted to undergo multifragmenta
tion, i.e., decay into a relatively large number of interm
diate mass nuclear fragments (IMFs:3 # Z # 20) [1,2].
Experimental observation of large multiplicities of IMF
in both light-ion and heavy-ion induced reactions h
been interpreted as multifragment breakup of highly e
cited, low density nuclear matter [3–7]. Recent expe
mental results indicate that IMF emission does not oc
from a single freeze-out condition [8,9] but rather that IM
emission occurs as the system evolves [10–12]. Whe
the decay of the nuclear system is dominated by its c
lective or thermal properties remains an important op
question.

To investigate the general systematics of multifragme
tation, we have previously studied the dependence of fr
ment multiplicity on incident energy for the84Kr 1 197Au
system in the rangeEyA  35 400 MeV [13]. Light
charged particles and IMFs produced in the collisions
84Kr and 197Au nuclei were detected in the angular ran
5.4± # ulab # 160± by the Michigan State University
MiniballyWashington University Miniwall4p detector ar-
ray. The absolute energy calibration for this experimen
accurate to 15%. Uncertainties in the relative calibrat
of beryllium and carbon fragment kinetic energies are e
mated to be less than 5%. Experimental details have b
previously described [13,14]. To minimize the contrib
tion from emission from multiple sources we have selec
central collisions by relating the charged particle multipli
ity to an impact parameter scale following a geometric
prescription [15] and gated on large charged particle m
tiplicity. In this analysis, we have selected events whi
correspond tobybmax # 0.3 wherebmax refers to the maxi-
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mum interaction radius for which two charged particl
are emitted. These central collisions have charged par
multiplicities of NC $ 35 and average IMF multiplicities
of kNIMFl ø 6 at EyA  70 MeV [13].

The issue of whether thermal or collective (Coulom
angular momentum, expansion) effects dominate the e
lution of the system can be addressed by examining the
der of fragment emission. The kinetic energy of fragme
emitted from a hot source characterized by a temperat
T , consists of thermal, Coulomb, and perhaps collect
terms. If the thermal term dominates, then the average
ergy for fragments of different mass will be the same.
this case, one expects that as the initially hot system
excites (cools), at a given instant (temperature) fragme
of equal average energy should be emitted. In contras
fragment emission is dominated by collective properties
the emitting system, on average fragments with the sa
velocity will be emitted at the same time.

To investigate the order of fragment emission we prob
the Coulomb interaction for pairs of distinguishable fra
ments (differentZ, A, etc.) emitted close to the same d
rection [16,17] (urel # 20). If two fragments are emitted
with a small relative angle and the first fragment is em
ted with a higher velocity than the second fragment,
Coulomb interaction between fragments is weak. On
other hand, when the second fragment has a higher
locity it “catches up” to the first fragment and scatters
that the relative angle between the fragments is increa
In order to study this interaction we have construct
the yield distribution of coincident pairs of light an
heavy fragments as a function of their difference velo
ties (ydiff  jyheavy j 2 jylightj) for fragments with small
relative final angle.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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If the light fragment is emitted first and the heav
fragment has a higher velocity, the final relative angle w
be increased. Thus, for fragment pairs with small fin
relative angle a suppression will be observed forydiff $ 0.
Similarly, if the heavy fragment is emitted first, fragme
pairs withydiff # 0 are suppressed. In reality, either th
light or heavy fragment may be emitted first with som
probability. Consequently, as can be seen in Fig. 1, for
correlated fragments a suppression atydiff ø 0 is evident.
The value ofydiff at which this suppression is largest
related to the order of fragment emission. For examp
if the heavy fragment is emitted first more than 50%
the time, values ofydiff # 0 will be suppressed more
than values ofydiff $ 0, and thus the point of maximum
suppression will be shifted to a negative value.

To transform the measured fragment kinetic energies
velocities we have utilized the average mass measure
Silicon-CsI(Tl) telescopes present in the experiment. T
threshold for mass identification in these telescopes w
ø11 MeVyA. The velocities of the fragments were tran
formed into the center-of-mass assumingycm  3 cmyns.
In this analysis, we have focused on IMFs with atom
numbersZ  4 and 6 (Be and C fragments, respectivel
emitted close to the same direction in the lab (ju1 2 u2j #

10±, jf1 2 f2j # 30±) and in the angular range18.75± #

ulab # 50±.
In Fig. 1 the correlated and uncorrelatedydiff distribu-

tions are shown. The correlated distribution consists
coincident IMF pairs detected in the angular range pre
ously described. It exhibits a clear suppression of yi
for values ofydiff close to zero as a result of the Coulom
interaction between the two fragments. The uncorrela
distribution was constructed using IMFs from differe
events so that it contains all the information about t
geometry and velocity distributions, yet none of the cor
lations present in the true coincidences.

To determine the point of maximum suppression
the ydiff distribution we have divided the correlated di
tribution by the uncorrelated distribution. This ratio
shown as solid points in Fig. 2. Forydiff outside the

FIG. 1. Difference velocity distributionsydiff for Be-C frag-
ment pairs which are correlated (same event) and uncorrel
(different events).
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range shown in Fig. 2 the ratio is essentially flat. A
expected there is a suppression in this distribution n
ydiff  0. The point of maximum suppression can be e
tracted by fitting the vicinity ofydiff  0 with the func-
tion Psydiffd  a 1 b exp20.5fsydiff 2 cdydg2 in the
region 20.75 # ydiff # 0.75. The point of maximum
suppression occurs at a negative value ofydiff sydiff 
20.13 6 0.06 cmynsd which indicates that on averag
carbon fragments are emitted before the beryllium fra
ments. The uncertainty of 0.06 cmyns is primarily due to
the 5% relative uncertainty in the kinetic energy of carb
and beryllium fragments. Uncertainties associated w
the fitting procedure are significantly smaller. The qu
ity of the fit achieved is indicated by the thin solid line
visible in Fig. 2. To estimate the fraction of the tim
the carbon fragments are emitted prior to beryllium fra
ments we have compared the data with the prediction
a 3-body Coulomb trajectory model. In this model [18
the IMFs are emitted from the surface of a source w
A  92, Z  40, and R  7 fm. The relative time be-
tween successive IMF emissions was assumed to hav
exponential formfPstd  exps2tytdg with a character-
istic time t  75 fmyc. The ratio of the correlated to
uncorrelatedydiff distributions from the trajectory calcu
lations are shown as lines in Fig. 2. For the 3-body cal
lation in which there is no preference for emission ord
(dotted line) the point of maximum suppression is at ze
as expected. For the calculation in which Be fragme
are always emitted first the point of maximum suppre
sion shifts to 0.21 cmyns (solid line). For the calcula
tion in which C fragments are always emitted first th
point of maximum suppression shifts toø20.22 cmyns

FIG. 2. Ratio of the correlated and the uncorrelatedydiff
distributions for data (solid points) and 3-body calculatio
(lines). The point of maximum suppression is indicated by
arrow. For ease of comparison the curves have been vertic
offset by the amount indicated in parentheses.
4509
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(dashed line). The point of maximum suppression w
found to depend linearly on the fraction of the carbo
emitted first. By comparing the experimental data wit
these calculations we find that the C fragment is emitte
first 80% 6 14% of the time. We have explored the un
certainties associated with our choice ofsZ, Ad, R, andt.
Our results are summarized in Table I.

To verify that such a time ordering can be explaine
in terms of cooling of the emitting system by successiv
emissions, we have performed trajectory calculations w
an energy dependent emission time. We have used res
from the expanding emitting source (EES) model [10] t
determine the dependence of the fragment emission ti
on energy. The relative emission time distribution for bot
the carbon and beryllium fragments has been parametriz
asPstd  e2tyt, wheret  220e2Ey53 sfmycd, andE is
the energy of the fragment in MeV. Thecalculatedratio
in ydiff from this cooling scenario is depicted as a soli
line just below the data in Fig. 2. The point of maximum
suppression for the trajectory calculation with cooling is a
a negative value of20.08. Comparing the trajectory cal-
culation with cooling to the trajectory calculations withou
cooling, one deduces that carbon is emitted before ber
lium 70% of the time. This result agrees with the value o
80% 6 14% previously determined from the data within
the systematic uncertainties.

Shown in Fig. 3 is the two dimensional velocity distri
bution of carbon and beryllium fragments in the cente
of-mass frame. The distribution exhibits a suppressio
approximately along the lineyBe  yC since the Cou-
lomb interaction is strongest for fragments of nearlyequal
velocities. The individual carbon and beryllium veloc
ity distributions are peaked aty  3.2 cmyns andy 
4 cmyns, respectively. The velocities of carbon fragmen
range from 2.0–4.5 cmyns while the beryllium fragments
are emitted over a broader range (2.0–6.5 cmyns). We
have constructed a time scale for emission of C and B
fragments based upon our earlier exponential parametri
tion. This scale (denoted by arrows in Fig. 3 shows th
for fragments of equal velocity C fragments are on avera
emitted first.

In order to determine if the difference velocity techniqu
yields time scales consistent with other techniques f
extracting the emission time scale, we have construct

TABLE I. Emission order predicted by the trajectory mode
for different source characteristics.

Z, A R t % Carbon first

40,92 7 75 80 6 14
40,92 7 25 79
40,92 7 150 76
40,92 6 75 70
40,92 8 75 82
30,64 7 75 85
50,118 7 75 69
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FIG. 3. Linear contour plot of the joint velocity distribution
of coincident Be-C fragment pairs. Clear suppression alo
the line yC  yBe is evident due to the Coulomb repulsion
between fragments.

relative velocity correlation functions [18–26] for pairs o
Be and pairs of C fragments.

1 1 Rsyredd 
Y12sy1, y2d

R
Y1Y2

fY1sy1d p Y2sy2dg
R

Y12

yred  jy1 2 y2jy
p

Z1 1 Z2

whereY1 andY2 represent the uncorrelated yield for frag
ments 1 and 2, respectively, andY12 represents the corre-
lated yield. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig.
as solid points. To avoid uncertainties associated w
near Coulomb barrier emission, we have selected fra
ment pairs with velocitiesymin  3.4 cmyns. The quan-
tity ymin is the velocity of the less energetic fragment i

FIG. 4. Reduced velocity correlation functions for Be-B
pairs and C-C pairs [panels (a) and (b), respectively].
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the pair. We have used this sameymin cut for both Be and
C fragments since ourydiff analysis intrinsically selects
fragments of the same velocity. The correlation functio
shown in Fig. 4 shows a suppression for small values
yred (#0.03c). This suppression is primarily due to the
Coulomb repulsion between the fragments in the pair a
provides a measure of the spatial and temporal size of
emitting source. Fragments emitted from a small sour
(or with a short mean emission time) manifest a strong
Coulomb interaction than fragments emitted from a larg
source (or with a longer mean emission time). An increa
in the strength of the Coulomb interaction is manifeste
as a suppression in the correlation function over a larg
yred range. The width of the suppression in the correlatio
function can be related to the spatial-temporal extent of t
emitting source.

In order to extract approximate time scales, we ha
compared the data to the predictions of a 3-body Coulom
trajectory model [11]. The predictions of this model ar
shown as lines in Fig. 4. The same initial source ma
charge, and radius parameters were chosen as describe
the calculations for Fig. 2. The emission was assumed
be described by an exponentialPstd  exps2tytd charac-
terized by an emission time constantt. Calculations were
performed for mean emission times oft  50, 100, and
150 fmyc. Comparison of the experimental data in Fig.
with the model predictions indicates that the time scale f
the Z  4 fragments is slightly less than100 fmyc. The
extracted time scale forZ  6 fragments, however, is ap-
proximately 50 fmyc. These results are consistent wit
the exponential parametrization of the emission time sc
and theydiff analysis. The extracted emission times fo
ymin  3.4 cmyns imply the same emission order as ob
served in theydiff analysis.

In summary, we have investigated the relative emissi
order for beryllium and carbon fragments in the reactio
84Kr 1 197Au at ElabyA  70 MeV using difference ve-
locity distributions. The experimental data indicates th
for fragments of nearly equal velocity carbon fragments a
emitted prior to beryllium fragmentsø80% of the time.
This apparent ordering of fragments can be reproduc
by a 3-body Coulomb trajectory model which incorpo
rates cooling as the source emits. The fragment emiss
order was compared to the time scale for emission
carbon and beryllium fragments based on relative velo
ity correlation functions. The values oftBe ø 100 fmyc
andtC ø 50 fmyc which the relative velocity correlation
functions yield are qualitatively consistent with the relativ
emission order analysis. Apparent emission ordering
fragments is a consequence of the selection of near eq
velocity fragments by the Coulomb interaction. Both o
these results are consistent with the logarithm of the fra
ment emission time being roughly proportional to the fra
n
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ment energy. This observation can be understood as th
cooling of a thermally decaying source.
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